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The phase behavior of the Baxter adhesive hard sphere fluid has been determined using specialized
Monte Carlo simulations. We give a detailed account of the techniques used and present data for the
fluid–fluid coexistence curve as well as parametrized fits for the supercritical equation of state and
the percolation threshold. These properties are compared with the existing results of Percus–Yevick
theory for this system. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1758693#

I. INTRODUCTION

For a pure substance to be capable of exhibiting equilib-
rium between two fluid phases—a gas and a liquid—the in-
teraction between its particles must include an attractive
component. Possibly the simplest model to incorporate at-
traction is the square-well potential, where particles present
each other with a hard core and then a uniform region of
favorable potential energy up to an abrupt distance threshold
beyond which there is no interaction. The square-well model
has two intrinsic length scales: the hard-core diameter and
the width of the attractive well. The ratio of these lengths
determines the phase behavior.

In 1968, Baxter introduced a model fluid containing at-
traction but having only one length scale, the hard-core
diameter.1 In this model, the attraction takes the form of an
adhesive interaction when particles are actually in contact,
and therefore has an effectively infinitesimal range. Baxter
produced an analytic equation of state for this ‘‘adhesive
hard sphere’’ model using the Percus–Yevick framework and
compressibility equation, showing that the model possesses a
critical point below which gas–liquid equilibrium may be
observed. A second Percus–Yevick equation of state—
derived from the energy equation—soon followed,2 with a
strikingly different critical point from the compressibility-
equation prediction.

The Percus–Yevick framework also furnishes the cluster
size distribution.3 The surface adhesion provides an unam-
biguous definition of clusters as connected sets of mutually
touching particles. At sufficiently low density, the fluid con-
sists only of monomers and finite clusters, but above a
temperature-dependent density threshold, clusters tend to ag-
gregate into amorphous macroscopic structures. The system
then contains sample-spanning infinite clusters and is said to
percolate. The percolation threshold, at which the divergence
of the cluster size occurs, has been located within the
Percus–Yevick approximation by Chiew and Glandt.3

Baxter regarded the adhesive hard sphere model as a
highly idealized manifestation of a general potential with a
repulsive core and an attractive tail. However, it has since
been suggested4 that it is quite a reasonable description of
colloidal systems, where the particles interact on length

scales much smaller than their own size. The gas and liquid
are then more appropriately regarded as low- and high-
density colloidal fluid phases. Percolation can be an observ-
able phenomenon in colloidal systems, and may sometimes
be detected directly, such as by a sudden increase in electri-
cal conductivity across the sample.5 The Baxter model is
particularly appealing in the light of recent theoretical6 and
experimental7 work that predicts and confirms the existence
of a re-entrant glass–liquid–glass transition in colloidal sys-
tems with short-range attractive forces. For very short-range
attraction there is also a glass–glass transition between a
caged ‘‘repulsive’’ glass and an energetic ‘‘attractive’’ glass.

A major obstacle in the application of the adhesive hard
sphere model to the description of experimental data is that
the model’s phase behavior is only known through the ap-
proximate and conflicting theoretical results of Percus–
Yevick theory. Computer simulations8–11 have provided
some information on percolation, but have not tackled the
issue of phase coexistence. The purpose of the present con-
tribution is to provide a better knowledge of the adhesive
hard sphere phase diagram using computer simulation. We
describe in detail the special Monte Carlo techniques em-
ployed ~Sec. III! and supply numerical results for the fluid–
fluid coexistence curve, the percolation threshold, and the
supercritical equation of state~Sec. IV!. We begin, in Sec. II,
with a definition of the model itself. It will be seen that this
definition involves taking a limit that introduces a singularity
into the potential energy function—an alarming prospect at
first sight. The model in its strictest interpretation is indeed
pathological,12 but the problem is rather more subtle than it
first appears, and in fact starts to set in before the full limit is
taken. A proper discussion of this point is deferred to Sec.
III D, where the difficulties can be put into the context of the
simulation methodology.

II. THE ADHESIVE HARD SPHERE MODEL

The adhesive hard sphere model is defined by the pair
potential function1
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in the limit d→s, wherekT is the thermal energy andr the
particle separation. Equation~1! describes a square well with
hard-core diameters, width d2s, and depth controlled by
the parametert.

Equation~1! couples the depth of the well to its width in
such a way that the total Boltzmann weight of bound con-
figurations remains finite as the well width is reduced to
zero,
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Hence, in the limitd→s, which corresponds to an infinitesi-
mally narrow but infinitely deep well, one can write

e2U(r )/kT5Q~r 2s!1
s

12t
d~r 2s!. ~3!

The Heaviside step function,Q, accounts for the hard-core
repulsion, while the Diracd represents the surface adhesion.
Equation~3! is our working definition of the Baxter model.

In the limit t→`, Eq. ~3! reduces to the hard sphere
potential, sot21 measures the strength of adhesion. Alterna-
tively, t itself can be regarded as the effective temperature,
since the true thermal energykT has been absorbed into the
definition of the potential and does not appear explicitly on
the right-hand side of Eq.~3!. In the following, we shall refer
to t as the temperature.

The configuration space of anN-particle adhesive hard
sphere system can be notionally divided into subspaces
within each of which the number of binary contacts is con-
stant. Let

VNM5
1

N! S s

12D
ME dM~r3N!)

i , j

N

Q~r i j 2s!dr3N, ~4!

wherer i j is the separation of particlesi and j . The integral
extends over all particle coordinates, but the only configura-
tions that make a nonzero contribution are those in which no
particles overlap and the total number of binary contacts is
M . The latter requirement is enforced by the function
dM(rN). We point out that the presence of delta functions in
the Boltzmann factor of a pair of adhesive hard spheres
should not be interpreted as a holonomic constraint on the
Lagrangian of the system but rather as the limit of an in-
creasingly stiff bond. In fact, if the bonds between adhesive
hard spheres acted as holonomic constraints, then the inte-
grand in Eq.~4! would include a Jacobian as a result of the
integration over the~constrained! momenta~see, e.g., Ref.
13!, not to mention the fact that the dimensionality of the
phase space would in that case depend on the number of
bonds. Although we will not need to manipulate an explicit
form for dM(rN), it may be formally expressed as a sum of
M -fold products ofd functions:

dM~r3N!5 (
$ i 1 , . . . i 2M%

N

d~r i 1 ,i 2
2s! ¯ d~r i 2M21 ,i 2M

2s!,

wherer i j is the separation of particlesi and j . The sum is
over all combinations of the 2M indices that give distinct
products ofd functions but neither generate constraints on a
‘‘self-separation’’~such asr ii ) nor duplicate a constraint on
any given separation within a single term in the sum.

The configuration integral now takes the succinct form
of Eq. ~5!, which emphasizes the role ofVNM as an effective
density of states:

ZN~t!5
1

N! E expF2(
i , j

N

U~r i j !/kTGdr3N

5(
M

VNMt2M. ~5!

This notation will be useful when we consider histogram
reweighting.

III. SIMULATION

A. Canonical Monte Carlo

The singularity in Eq.~3! means that the conventional
Monte Carlo algorithm, in which the test particle undergoes
random displacements, is not applicable. The probability of a
trial move bringing two particles exactly into contact van-
ishes, and the energy change associated with breaking such a
contact is formally infinite. Nevertheless, the integrals in Eq.
~4! are finite~though see Sec. III D! and there is an equilib-
rium between states with different total numbers of contacts,
even if the time scales for establishing the equilibrium di-
verge as the limit of vanishing potential range is taken.12 In
simulations of the adhesive hard sphere model it is therefore
necessary to employ moves that explicitly make or break
contacts.

For our canonical simulations we adopt the method pio-
neered by Seaton and Glandt,9,14 and refined by Kranendonk
and Frenkel.10 In a conventional Monte Carlo simulation the
Boltzmann weights of configurations are compared, where a
configuration means a specification of all particle coordi-
nates. In contrast, simulations of the adhesive hard sphere
model proceed by comparing the weights of different coor-
dination states. Here we use the phrase coordination state to
mean a specification of which particles are touching each
other. In general, many configurations are compatible with a
given coordination state. Since the Hamiltonian depends
only on the number of contacts in the system, all configura-
tions belonging to the same coordination state have the same
statistical weight. With these concepts in mind, the key fea-
tures of the algorithm may be outlined as follows.

~1! A particle ~the ‘‘test particle’’! is chosen at random.
~2! A list is made of the possible coordination states of the

test particle with other particles in the system, keeping
the positions of the latter fixed. The list always contains
one item in which the test particle makes no contacts at
all, andN21 items where it touches just one of the other
particles in the system. It also enumerates pairs of par-
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ticles that are sufficiently close for the test particle to
touch both simultaneously, as well as triplets compatible
with three simultaneous contacts to the test particle.

~3! For each coordination state in the list, a transition prob-
ability is calculated.

~4! A coordination state is chosen at random with weight in
proportion to its transition probability.

~5! A uniformly distributed random configuration belonging
to the chosen coordination state is chosen.

~6! If the configuration generates a hard sphere overlap with
another particle in the system, the move is rejected, oth-
erwise it is accepted.

We now show how to calculate the transition probabili-
ties in step~3! so that repeated application of this procedure
generates the correct Boltzmann distribution of configura-
tions. The total relative unnormalized weight of a coordina-
tion state of the test particle is given by the integral of the
Boltzmann factor over all configurations belonging to that
coordination state. For the coordination state involving no
contacts with other particles, this weight is the free volume
accessible to the test particle, which we labelt,

W(0)5E
V

)
iÞt

N

Q~r ti2s!dr t , ~6!

V being the volume of the simulation box. For a coordination
state involving contact of the test particle with one other
particle,a, the test particle is constrained to the accessible
part of the surface ofa:

W(1)5
s

12t EV
d~r ta2s!)

iÞt

N

Q~r ti2s!dr t . ~7!

Similarly, for coordination states involving simultaneous
contact with two particles (a andb) or three particles (a, b,
andc), we have

W(2)5S s

12t D 2E
V
d~r ta2s!d~r tb2s!)

iÞt

N

Q~r ti2s!dr t

~8!

and

W(3)5S s

12t D 3E
V
d~r ta2s!d~r tb2s!d~r tc

2s!)
iÞt

N

Q~r ti2s!dr t . ~9!

Moves that create or destroy more than three contacts simul-
taneously are not considered in the algorithm. A particle can,
however, attain a coordination number greater than three
through suitable combinations of moves where three or
fewer contacts are created.

If Eqs. ~6!–~9! could be evaluated conveniently, the ca-
nonical distribution could be generated directly by choosing
a coordination state at random using these weights. The tran-
sition probability would be

a i j 5
Wj

(k51
n Wk

, ~10!

where the possible coordination states of the test particle
have been numbered from 1 ton, and the weightWj of state
j has been evaluated using the appropriate formula from Eqs.
~6! to ~9!. Note thata i j does not depend oni , and that all
moves would be accepted, since new configurations never
generate overlaps and are already chosen with the desired
probability distribution.

The product of step functions that appears in Eqs.~6!–
~9! to preclude overlaps with the remaining particles in the
system, makes evaluation of the weights very difficult. Fol-
lowing Seaton and Glandt,9,14 we consider instead the modi-
fied weights, in which the overlap is initially ignored. The
weight of the coordination state where the test particle makes
no contacts is now a free integral over the container volume,

W8(0)5E
V
dr t . ~11!

The weight for a one-contact coordination state is an integral
over the complete sphere of radiuss surrounding a particle,

W8(1)5
s

12t EV
d~r ta2s!dr t . ~12!

For two simultaneous contacts we integrate around a circle
of configurations,

W8(2)5S s

12t D 2E
V
d~r ta2s!d~r tb2s!dr t ~13!

and for three contacts, only two configurations~located sym-
metrically above and below the plane defined bya, b, and
c) contribute:

W8(3)5S s

12t D 3E
V
d~r ta2s!d~r tb2s!d~r tc2s!dr t .

~14!

The integrals in Eqs.~12!–~14! can be evaluated by suitable
series of variable changes. Alternatively, one may consider
first a square-well potential of finite width. Coordination
states with 1, 2, and 3 contacts then restrict the test particle’s
center of mass to, respectively, a spherical shell, a torus with
diamond-shaped cross section, and a pair of parallelepipeds.
Taking the limit of infinitesimal well width then produces the
same results as direct integration of the delta functions. One
obtains

W8(0)5V, ~15!

W8(1)5
ps3

3t
, ~16!

W8(2)5
ps4

72t2r ab
, ~17!

W8(3)5S s

12t D 3 2r tar tbr tc

u~r ta3r tb!.r tcu
. ~18!

Unlike previous workers,9,15we consider moves to all triplets
of particles capable of simultaneously touching the test par-
ticle, not just to those triplets wherea, b, and c are all
mutually touching. The coordination states neglected by the
latter approach can be reached by combinations of other
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moves, but including the direct moves should make the al-
gorithm more efficient at low temperature or high density,
where the average coordination number is expected to be
high.

It is the weights in Eqs.~15!–~18! that we use for the
transition probability in step~4! of the Monte Carlo algo-
rithm:

a i j8 5
Wj8

(k51
n Wk8

. ~19!

To show that this choice satisfies detailed balance and leads
to the correct Boltzmann distribution, letf j5Wj /Wj8 be the
fraction of configurations belonging to coordination statej
that are not blocked by overlap with other particles. The
rejection of overlaps in step~6! of the algorithm means that
a trial move to coordination statej will be accepted with
probability pi j

acc5 f j . The overall probability of moving to
statej from statei is therefore

p i j 5a i j8 pi j
acc5

Wj

(k51
n Wk / f k

. ~20!

Note that the sum in the denominator of Eq.~20! depends on
the positions of all the particles except the test particle. Since
statesi and j differ only by the position of the test particle,
this sum is the same for the reverse move, so thatWip i j

5Wjp j i , and detailed balance is satisfied. Recalling that we
do not attempt moves that create more than three contacts
simultaneously, detailed balance also requires that an at-
tempted displacement of any particle that has accumulated
more than three contacts is automatically rejected.

Having chosen a coordination state in step~4! of the
algorithm, step~5! requires a uniformly distributed random
configuration from this state to be generated. For coordina-
tion states involving 0, 1, 2 or 3 contacts one must therefore
select, respectively, a random point in the simulation box, a
random point on a sphere surrounding particlea, a random
point on the circle of contact with particlesa andb, or one
of the two points lying a distances from each ofa, b,
andc.

In practice, it is too time consuming to enumerate all
possible coordination states of the test particle, and this task
scales unfavorably with the system size. It is therefore desir-
able to restrict movement of the test particle to the vicinity of
its original position, so that only a subset of the possible
coordination states need be identified and considered. How-
ever, as discussed by Seaton and Glandt,14 care must be
taken since the normalizing sum in Eq.~20! then depends on
the original position of the particle. Kranendonk and
Frenkel10 have prescribed a solution to the problem: a ran-
dom point is chosen within a sphere of radiusr test centered
on the original position of the test particle, and this point is
used as the center of a second sphere~the test sphere!, also of
radiusr test. Displacements of the test particle are then con-
sidered to coordination states within the test sphere. The
chance of choosing the same test sphere in the reverse move
is identical, so that the modified scheme maintains detailed
balance.

The test sphere introduces another complication in that it
may intersect some of the spherical and circular contact sur-
faces available to the test particle, thereby excluding a frac-
tion of the configurations belonging to the corresponding co-
ordination states. One must therefore calculate what fraction
of each contact surface lies within the test sphere, and
modify the weights in Eq.~19! by these fractions when cal-
culating the transition probabilities in step~3! of the algo-
rithm. In step~5!, one must then choose a uniformly distrib-
uted random configuration restricted to the part of the surface
that lies within the test sphere.

B. Grand canonical Monte Carlo

Since two phases can only coexist when their pressures
are equal, computational studies of coexistence often employ
an ensemble where the size of the simulation cell can fluc-
tuate in response to the pressure. The coordinates of the par-
ticles or the cluster centers of mass are typically scaled in
proportion to the change in the cell length. In the adhesive
hard sphere fluid, clusters can percolate even at moderately
low density. A percolating cluster spans the simulation cell,
so that increasing or decreasing the cell size in the presence
of such a cluster would always involve breaking a contact or
generating an overlap between at least two particles. Since
overlaps are forbidden, and the breaking of a bond is ener-
getically prohibited, all trial changes in the cell size would be
rejected. Isobaric–isothermal and Gibbs-ensemble simula-
tions therefore fail as soon as the percolation threshold is
crossed.

To study density fluctuations, we work instead in the
grand canonical ensemble, where the volume of the simula-
tion is fixed, but the number of particles fluctuates in re-
sponse to the imposed chemical potential. To avoid the for-
mally infinite change in potential energy associated with the
creation and destruction of contacts between particles, we
only consider the insertion and removal of particles whose
coordination number is zero. The procedure is therefore
identical to that used for ordinary hard spheres,16 with the
slight modification that a removal must be rejected if the
chosen particle happens to have a nonzero coordination num-
ber. In our grand canonical simulations, particle insertion and
removal steps are attempted with equal probability totaling
45%.

In an attempt to accelerate equilibration, we also per-
form cluster translation moves with probability 5%. A par-
ticle is chosen at random, and then all particles in the cluster
to which it belongs are translated by the same amount. The
maximum translation in each Cartesian direction is inversely
proportional to the number of particles in the cluster.

C. Parallel tempering

At low temperature and high density, the formation of
large, highly coordinated clusters drastically slows down the
equilibration of the simulations. To help overcome this prob-
lem, we employ the parallel tempering scheme of Geyer17 in
the grand canonical ensemble. In our implementation, sev-
eral runs are performed simultaneously at the same tempera-
ture and a series of increasing chemical potentials. At suffi-
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ciently low chemical potential, one can always recover an
ergodic dilute gas. Parallel tempering involves periodic at-
tempts to exchange the configurations of pairs of adjacent
runs in the hierarchy of chemical potentials. The acceptance
probability of such moves is given below and ensures that
the correct grand canonical distribution is obtained for each
run individually. The advantage of swapping configurations
is that a large cluster formed at high chemical potential
breaks down when transferred to lower chemical potential,
while a new cluster is built up from the configuration re-
ceived by the run at higher chemical potential.

Using Eq.~5!, we can write the grand partition function
of the adhesive hard sphere model as

J~t,z!5 (
N50

` S em/kT

L3 D N

ZN~t!5 (
N,M

VNMzNt2M, ~21!

where the chemical potentialm enters through the activity
z5L23 exp(m/kT) and L is the thermal de Broglie wave-
length. The probability of observing the system in a configu-
ration with N particles andM contacts under conditions of
effective temperaturet and activityz is

PNM~t,z!5VNMzNt2M/J~t,z!. ~22!

The joint probability of a system havingN1 particles andM1

contacts at temperaturet and activityz1 at the same time as
a second system with equal temperature but activityz2 has
N2 particles andM2 contacts is simply the productP
5PN1M1

(t,z1)PN2M2
(t,z2). The equilibrium probability of

observing a pair of systems under the same conditions but
with the configurations exchanged is P8
5PN2M2

(t,z1)PN1M1
(t,z2). Since the probability of at-

tempting a configuration exchange is independent of con-
figuration, the correct joint distribution is sampled if ex-
changes are accepted with probability

pex
acc5min@1,P8/P#5min@1,~z1 /z2!N22N1#. ~23!

The activities must be chosen close enough that typical val-
ues ofpex

acc are not too small. As the extensivity of the expo-
nent in Eq.~23! makes clear,pex

acc decreases with increasing
system size because of the decreasing relative size of the
fluctuations. It is therefore necessary to use a larger number
of parallel runs with more closely spaced activities for larger
systems.

A natural companion of the parallel tempering technique
is multiple histogram reweighting,18,19 which allows the re-
sults from simulations of different conditions to be com-
bined. One may then obtain rigorously interpolated data for
conditions different from those explicitly simulated without
the need for further runs. Our implementation of this method
is detailed in the Appendix.

D. Inherent pathology

It has been pointed out that for systems ofN>12 adhe-
sive hard spheres, the configuration integralZN diverges,12,20

and that the model is therefore pathological. The problem
arises from certain maximally connected clusters in which

the number of contacts between particles exceeds the number
of vibrational degrees of freedom, leading to nonintegrable
singularities inZN .

The present simulations are concerned with the fluid
phases of Baxter’s model. Under conditions where dense
clusters form, aggregation tends to proceed in a polytetrahe-
dral manner, with particles attaching to existing triangular
facets due to the contact adhesion. The clusters that lead to
the divergence ofZN are close packed and characteristic of
the crystal phase. In contrast, regular tetrahedra are not space
filling, and so troublesome clusters are increasingly unlikely
to arise spontaneously in the simulation ast decreases. In-
deed, for such a short-range potential, the liquid phase is
expected to be highly metastable with respect to the crystal,21

with a high free energy barrier between the two. Here we
effectively neglect the diverging contributions of crystal nu-
clei containing 12 or more particles.

In the event that a pathological cluster were to arise in
the simulation, the algorithm described in this section would
simply fail to observe the additional contact between par-
ticles that leads to nonintegrability. Since such ‘‘accidental’’
contacts arise from the geometrical packing of strictly mono-
disperse spheres, the algorithm effectively introduces an in-
finitesimal polydispersity. For implications regarding the ap-
plicability of the model, we refer readers to the detailed
discussion by Stell.12

IV. RESULTS

A. Coexistence curve

A grand canonical simulation yields a histogram of the
number of particles in the system—effectively the probabil-
ity distribution of the reduced particle density,r5s3N/L3,
whereL is the length of the cubic simulation box. We work
throughout withr, which is related to the volume fractionh
of the spheres byh5rp/6.

At any subcritical temperature, there is an activity at
which the probability distribution ofr is bimodal with peaks
of equal area, signifying equilibrium between a low- and a
high-density fluid phase. The coexisting densities are given
by the mean of each peak. In practice, the finite size of the
simulation box means that for modestly subcritical tempera-
tures, the two peaks overlap, and it becomes impossible to
attribute the intermediate densities to one peak or the other. It
is therefore more reliable to define equilibrium by equal
heights of the peaks, and the coexisting densities by the peak
positions.

We note that, at significantly subcritical temperatures,
where two separated peaks are observed, the effect of small
changes in the activity about the coexistence point is to alter
the relative heights of the peaks without affecting much their
positions. Under these conditions, the positions of the peaks
at coexistence are also not very sensitive to the system size.
Closer to the critical point, discrepancies due to the defini-
tion of coexistence and finite size effects both increase. How-
ever, using the peak heights is far less ambiguous than using
their areas.

Table I reports the coexisting~peak! densities as a func-
tion of the temperature parametert in a cubic simulation box
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of lengthL58s. Also given are an estimate of the statistical
error and a measure of the size dependence of the results by
comparison with simulations atL56s. At the lowest tem-
peratures, where the coexisting density peaks are well sepa-
rated, the difference between the peak positions and their
integrated means is roughly 0.01, the direction of the differ-
ences being such that the means of the two peaks are closer
than their peak positions.

The pronounced size dependence near the top of the
low- and high-density branches was noted in previous
work,22 and was exploited to derive the critical point in the
thermodynamic limit, as listed in the last line of Table II. At
this point, the adhesive hard sphere density distribution can
be scaled onto the well-known23 universal critical order-
parameter distribution of the three-dimensional Ising model
at any system size24–26 (5<L/s<10 were studied!. How-
ever, it is clear from Table I and Fig. 1 that the finite-system
coexistence branches significantly overshoot the critical
point. It is partly because of the varying finite-size effects
that we have refrained from fitting the coexistence curve to a
functional form, such as a scaling law with universal expo-
nents. We also point out that the parametert is not the ther-
modynamic temperature in the usual sense. Even if tempera-
ture is the relevant parameter in an experimental realization
of adhesive hard spheres, its relation tot depends entirely on
the substance, and could be linear,27 inverse,28 or more
complicated.5

Table II and Fig. 1 emphasize the large discrepancies in
the critical point and coexistence curve derived from the
compressibility1 and energy2 routes of Percus–Yevick
theory; the critical densities differ by almost a factor of 3.
The present simulations indicate that the true properties lie
between the two theoretical results, but somewhat closer to
the energy route, despite the fact that the compressibility
results are more often used when modeling experimental
data.

B. Percolation threshold

In principle, a percolating cluster is a dynamical object.
A system-spanning cluster may assemble, but its constituent
particles are in dynamic equilibrium with the rest of the sys-
tem. In a simulation, one can therefore define a percolation
probability equal to the fraction of the encountered configu-
rations that contain a system-spanning cluster. At a given
temperature, this probability is a sigmoidal function of den-
sity, rising from zero to unity in a relatively narrow range.
The density at which the probability passes through 0.5 has
been found to be quite insensitive to the system size,10,11and
we therefore adopt this point as a robust definition of the
percolation density,rperc(t). For r.rperc the system effec-
tively always contains a percolating cluster.

We have measuredrperc(t) in canonical simulations of a
system with N5500 particles. The decreasing density at
which percolation sets in ast is lowered means that the
ergodicity problems associated with dense low-temperature
regime do not arise, and parallel tempering is not necessary.
Our data are well reproduced by a ratio of polynomials with
six adjustable parameters:

rperc~t!5
210.091182.4t1606.9t2115.31t3

11507.9t1548.9t2 , ~24!

TABLE I. Coexisting peak densitiesr lo andrhi of the low- and high-density
fluid phases of the adhesive hard sphere model with simulation cell length
L58s. d ran denotes the uncertainty in locating the peak positions.dsys is the
average of the decrease inr lo and the increase inrhi when the simulation
cell size is decreased toL56s. This quantity is an indication of the increas-
ing size dependence of the results as the critical point is approached from
below.

t r lo rhi d ran dsys

0.090 0.076 0.860 0.01 0.005
0.092 0.084 0.857 0.01 0.005
0.094 0.092 0.848 0.01 0.005
0.096 0.102 0.842 0.01 0.005
0.098 0.113 0.840 0.01 0.005
0.100 0.125 0.830 0.01 0.005
0.102 0.137 0.826 0.005 0.005
0.104 0.152 0.818 0.005 0.01
0.106 0.170 0.807 0.005 0.015
0.108 0.192 0.795 0.005 0.02
0.110 0.221 0.783 0.01 0.03
0.112 0.256 0.752 0.01 0.03
0.113 0.279 0.736 0.01 0.04
0.114 0.31 0.72 0.03 0.06
0.115 0.34 0.67 0.04 0.1

TABLE II. Critical temperature and density of the adhesive hard sphere
model from the Percus–Yevick compressibility~Ref. 1! and energy~Ref. 2!
routes, and from simulation~Ref. 22!.

Method tc rc

PY compressibility 0.0976 0.232
PY energy 0.1185 0.609
Simulation 0.113360.0005 0.50860.01

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the adhesive hard sphere fluid. The two solid lines
are the fluid–fluid coexistence curves from Percus–Yevick theory as
marked. The simulation coexistence data from Table I are shown by points
with error bars~marking statistical uncertainty!, with a dotted line merely to
guide the eye. Critical points are indicated by crosses. The dashed lines
show the percolation threshold: long dashes are the Percus–Yevick result,
Eq. ~25! and short dashes with circles are the simulation results and their fit,
Eq. ~24!. To the high-density side of the threshold the system essentially
always contains an infinite cluster.
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applicable in the range 0.095<t<3. The maximum residuals
between the measured and fitted densities are 0.001 for the
portion abovet50.2 and 0.002 below it. These errors are
equal to the estimated uncertainty in the simulation data, as
ascertained by independent simulations with different ran-
dom number seeds.

Finite-size effects are relatively small in the percolation
curve. Reducing the system size toN5256 particles shifts
the curve systematically to higher density by about 0.001
towards the high-t end of the range studied and 0.003 at the
low-t end.

Figure 2 shows the simulation data and the fit in Eq.~24!
over the full range studied. We note that, at hight, the
threshold density enters the two-phase crystal–fluid region of
ordinary hard spheres (0.939,r,1.038).29 The onset of
hard sphere behavior places an upper limit on the value oft
to which we can trace the percolation threshold. No meaning
should be attached to the empirical fit in Eq.~24! outside the
specified range.

Lee11 has performed a detailed scaling analysis of per-
colation in adhesive hard spheres in the range 0.1<t<0.7,
and Fig. 2 shows that the latter results are consistent with the
present work. Also plotted is the Percus–Yevick percolation
threshold derived by Chiew and Glandt from the divergence
of the mean cluster size with temperature at a given density:3

tperc~h!5
19h222h11

12~12h!2 , h5rp/6. ~25!

This formula increasingly overestimates the percolation den-
sity at given temperature fort.0.177, but underestimates it
at lower temperatures approaching the two-phase regime
~Fig. 1!.

Importantly, Fig. 1 shows that the critical point for the
fluid–fluid phase transition lies well within the percolated
regime, in contrast to the results of the Percus–Yevick com-
pressibility results that suggest the critical point is rather
close to the threshold. In an experimental system with very
short range attractive forces, the onset of infinite clusters
might therefore interfere with equilibrium phase separation
and critical behavior.30

C. Equation of state

In the grand canonical ensemble, the pressure can be
derived from the average density^r(z,t)& as a function of
the activity z and temperaturet. For a change in chemical
potential at constant volume and temperature,V dP
5^N&dm. Integration yields an isotherm of the reduced pres-
sureP* 5s3P/kT as a function of the reduced density,

P* ~r,t!5E
z50

^r~z,t!&d~ ln z!. ~26!

Below the critical point, one must integrate the mean densi-
ties of the two fluid phases separately, determining the con-
stant of integration for the high-density branch by the re-
quirement that the pressures be equal at the coexistence
activity.

The multiple histogram technique is invaluable in evalu-
ating Eq.~26!, since it allows the density to be found effec-
tively as a continuous function of the activity from a series of
simulations at discrete points. Equally, one can interpolate
between simulations at two values oft to obtain an interme-
diate isotherm.

We have performed grand canonical parallel tempering
simulations spanning a wide range of particle densities (0
,r,1) at each oft50.1, 0.105, 0.11, 0.12, 0.13, 0.15, 0.2,
0.25, 0.35, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 5 using a simulation box of
length L58s. These directly measured isotherms were
supplemented by 22 intermediate temperatures derived by
histogram reweighting from the pair of simulations bracket-
ing each temperature.

The rather unconventional definition of the adhesive
hard sphere model in Eq.~1! has consequences for fitting of
an empirical equation of state to the dataP(r,t). First, the
high temperature limit is not an ideal gas but a system of
hard spheres, whose equation of state is reproduced accu-
rately by Speedy’s formula,31

PHS* 5rF11
x10.076 014x210.019 480x3

120.548 986x10.075 647x2 G , ~27!

wherex5B2
HSr andB2

HS52p/3 is the reduced second virial
coefficient of hard spheres. Additionally, the first four virial
coefficients of adhesive hard spheres are known
analytically,32 consisting of the corresponding temperature-
independent hard sphere part plus a contribution from the
adhesion. The adhesive contributions are

B2
adh~t!52

B2
HS

4t
, ~28!

B3
adh~t!5S B2

HS

4 D 2S 25t211t222
1

18
t23D , ~29!

B4
adh~t!5S B2

HS

4 D 3

~213.773 58t2116.114t22

21.518t2310.173 98t2426.335 14

31023t2526.512 7131025t26!. ~30!

With this information, it is already clear that many existing
empirical equations of state are not of an appropriate form

FIG. 2. Percolation threshold of the adhesive hard sphere fluid. Open circles
are Monte Carlo data from this work, and the dashed line is the fit Eq.~24!.
Filled circles are Monte Carlo data from Table I of Ref. 11. The solid line is
the Percus–Yevick result.
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for this model. Even the popular modified Benedict–Webb–
Rubin ~mBWR! equation,33 which employs 33 adjustable pa-
rameters and has been successfully fitted to the Lennard-
Jones fluid equation of state,34 is unsatisfactory as it stands:
the terms containing fractional powers of temperature are
redundant in the light of Eqs.~28! and ~29!, and its high
temperature limit is not flexible enough to reproduce
Eq. ~27!.

We have attempted to adapt the mBWR equation by re-
moving unnecessary terms and inserting ones more appropri-
ate to the adhesive hard sphere model. However, we have
been unable to obtain a satisfactory fit across the full gamut
of our simulation data and must therefore be satisfied with an
empirical fit to the supercritical part of the equation of state,
which we now present. We note that the supercritical regime
is relevant to many experimental applications of the adhesive
hard sphere model.

To guarantee the correct low-density~up to third order in
r! and high-temperature limits, we write the full adhesive
hard sphere pressure as

P* ~r,t!5PHS* ~r!1B2
adh~t!r21B3

adh~t!r31Pfit* ~r,t!,
~31!

and fit the final term to a ratio of mixed polynomials inr and
1/t :

Pfit* ~r,t!5

(
$ai j %

ai j r
i /t j

11 (
$bi j %

bi j r
i /t j

. ~32!

In Eq. ~32! the sums are over the sets of terms, with coeffi-
cients$ai j % and $bi j %, that have been chosen to provide the
flexibility to reproduce the data.

We have used a standard nonlinear least-squares
routine35 to optimize Eq.~32! to reproduce our simulated and
interpolated isothermsP* (r,t) for the L58s system at 35
values oft>0.117 ~the apparent finite-system critical point
lying just belowt50.117). Starting from a modest number
of terms, contributions were inserted and removed according
to their ability to improve the fit, and the final result was a
set of 35 terms, 24 in the numerator and 11 in the denomi-
nator, as listed in Tables III and IV. We emphasize that the fit
is meaningless below the lowest temperature used in the pa-

rametrization,t50.117, but may be applied at arbitrarily
high t since Eq.~31! reverts smoothly to the ordinary hard
sphere equation of state att5`.

Despite the inapplicability of the fit belowt50.117, one
can always obtain the pressure in the low density limit using
the hard sphere equation of state plus the exact adhesive
contributions up to fourth order inr as listed in Eqs.~28!–
~30!:

P* ~r,t!5PHS* ~r!1B2
adh~t!r21B3

adh~t!r31B4
adh~t!r4.

~33!

In fact, the low-density side of the coexistence curve is suf-
ficiently rarefied that Eq.~33! is quite satisfactory for the full
gaslike branch of subcritical isotherms, except fort very
close to the critical point.

Returning to the supercritical equation of state, Fig. 3
shows the pressure along thet50.12 isotherm to demon-
strate the performance of the fit. Note that the simulation
results can be shown as a continuous line, since the multiple
histogram technique allows us to calculate the pressure on an
arbitrarily fine grid. The figure also shows the~dimension-
less! derivative (]P* /]r)t , which is related to the dimen-
sionless isothermal compressibilityk* by 1/k* 5r(]P* /
]r)t . The fit reproduces the derivative acceptably, despite
the derivative not being used in the fitting process. In fact,
Fig. 3 is a somewhat pessimistic case, since the agreement
between the simulation data and fit, especially for the deriva-
tive, improves with increasingt.

The actual~not fractional! difference between the simu-
lation and the fit is plotted for three temperatures in Fig. 4.
By construction, the discrepancy goes smoothly to zero at
zero density. The increasing absolute size of the discrepancy
at high densities still represents a small fractional error in the

TABLE III. Numerator coefficients for the equation of state, Eq.~32!.

i j a i j i j a i j

4 2 23.787 821 6 4 20.195 4175
4 4 20.318 4060 6 5 20.383 2949
4 5 0.146 0575 7 1 2207.9268
4 6 20.011 997 64 7 2 301.5938
5 1 224.123 76 7 3 288.021 39
5 2 0.617 2855 7 4 6.609 781
5 4 21.679 166 8 1 114.6900
5 5 0.059 748 59 8 2 2155.9904
5 6 0.016 069 35 8 3 42.260 76
6 1 111.7043 8 4 24.117 703
6 2 2137.3363 8 5 0.151 2075
6 3 43.988 11 8 6 20.003 129 547

TABLE IV. Denominator coefficients for the equation of state, Eq.~32!.

i j b i j i j b i j

1 2 29.251 40 3 2 85.860 19
1 3 23.259 845 3 3 28.978 804
2 1 32.114 75 4 1 24.331 00
2 2 288.091 74 4 2 226.906 79
2 3 9.484 818 4 3 2.751 372
3 1 257.076 52
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light of the steeply rising pressure in that regime~see Fig. 3!.
Approaching the critical point, the simulation data and fit
suffer from finite-size effects. However, simulations with a
smaller simulation cell ofL56s produce almost indistin-
guishable results fort>0.14, so the equation of state pro-
vided here is robust over a wide range of temperatures.

We now compare the simulation isotherms with the pre-
dictions of Percus–Yevick theory. Expressions for the pres-
sure derived from the compressibility and energy routes,
originally due to Baxter1 and Wattset al.,2 are given in con-
venient and explicit form by Barboy36 and Tenne.37 Figure 5
shows the pressure along a supercritical isotherm att/tc

51.3239, which corresponds tot50.15 using the critical
temperature from simulations. The two Percus–Yevick re-
sults are plotted for the same value of the ratiot/tc , but
using their respective critical temperatures~Table II!. Also
plotted for comparison are the ideal gas equation of state and
Eq. ~27! for ordinary hard spheres. We see that the attractive
component of the adhesive hard sphere potential can dra-
matically reduce the pressure with respect to hard spheres
even at high density. Indeed, the attraction at this tempera-
ture is strong enough to overpower the effects of excluded

volume to the extent that the adhesive hard sphere pressure
lies below that of the ideal gas up tor'0.9 ~simulation
data!.

Figure 6 compares subcritical isotherms att/tc

50.8826, corresponding tot50.1 for the simulation data.
Coexisting densities have been joined with tie lines. There is
a gap in the compressibility equation curve where the expres-
sion for the pressure has no real solution. Scaling the tem-
peratures according to the associated critical points places
the simulation results for the low-density branch pressure
and the coexisting densities between the two routes of
Percus–Yevick theory. We note, however, that the Percus–
Yevick pressure is rather unrealistic in the high-density
branch, especially from the energy equation, since the pres-
sure must rise very steeply at sufficiently high density.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is noteworthy that, despite there being at least two
analytical equations of state for the adhesive hard sphere

FIG. 3. Comparison of thet50.12 isotherm from simulation and as repro-
duced by Eqs.~31! and ~32!. Also shown is the dimensionless derivative
(]P* /]r)t from both simulation and fit. In each case, the solid line is the
simulation data and the dashed line the fit, though the two are not every-
where discernible.

FIG. 4. Discrepancy~unscaled differences! between the pressure directly
from simulations and the empirical form Eq.~32! for three temperatures.

FIG. 5. Adhesive hard sphere pressure on a supercritical isotherm. The solid
curve is the simulation result att50.15, equivalent tot/tc51.3239. The
dashed and dotted–dashed lines are the Percus–Yevick compressibility and
energy results, respectively, each calculated at the samet/tc using the as-
sociatedtc . Shown by dotted lines are the ideal gas and ordinary hard
sphere equations of state.

FIG. 6. Adhesive hard sphere pressure on a subcritical isotherm. The solid
curve is the simulation result att50.1, equivalent tot/tc50.8826. The
dashed and dotted–dashed lines are the Percus–Yevick compressibility and
energy results, respectively, each measured at the samet/tc using the asso-
ciatedtc . Tie lines join coexisting densities.
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model, arising from the compressibility and energy routes of
Percus–Yevick theory, it is by far more common for the
compressibility results to be cited and used. It is therefore
significant that, at least as far as the phase coexistence curve
is concerned, the present results place the energy equation
closer to the truth.

In summary, we have presented the first firm numerical
results for the fluid–fluid coexistence curve of the adhesive
hard sphere model, as well as accurate empirical fits to the
percolation threshold and the supercritical equation of state.
Given the popularity of Baxter’s model in the interpretation
of experimental data in colloid science, we hope that this
information will enhance the model’s utility. The results also
constitute a reference for future simulations of short ranged
attractive systems.
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APPENDIX: MULTIPLE HISTOGRAM

Recall Eq.~22! for the probability of observing a system
of adhesive hard spheres withN particles andM contacts
under specified conditions of effective temperaturet and ac-
tivity z. The continuous probability distribution of the den-
sity, P(r;t,z) can be approximated from the discrete prob-
ability in Eq. ~22! by summing overM and normalizing with
respect to integration overr5s3N/V:

P~r;t,z!5
s3

V (
M

PNM~t,z!. ~A1!

A full knowledge of the density of statesVNM to within a
multiplicative constant would therefore permit calculation of
the density distribution at any combination of temperature
and activity using Eqs.~22! and ~A1!.

In this appendix, we detail our implementation of the
multiple histogram technique18,19 for adhesive hard spheres.
The aim is to combine the data from several simulations at
different temperatures and activities to produce an optimal
estimate for the density of states over a wide range ofN and
M so that Eqs.~22! and ~A1! can be applied. We follow
closely the approach described by Weerasinghe and Amar38

for the canonical ensemble. Our specific adaptation for the
adhesive hard sphere model and the grand canonical en-
semble is included here for completeness.

Consider a grand canonical simulation at temperaturet i

and activityzi , where the subscripti labels the simulation.
One can accumulate a two-dimensional histogram ofN and
M . Let SiNM be the number of sampled configurations that
hadN particles andM contacts, and letsi5(N,MSiNM be the
total number of samples. AbbreviatingJ(t i ,zi) to J i , the
histogram furnishes the estimate

SiNM /si'PNM~t i ,zi !5J i
21VNMzi

Nt i
2M , ~A2!

where the equality is approximate because of the statistical
uncertainty inherent in the simulation. Ifnbins combinations
of N and M are sampled, the correspondingnbins values of
VNM /J i can be obtained from Eq.~A2! by straightforward
division. The points lying in the tails of the distribution suf-
fer the largest uncertainty due to poor sampling.

If nsim simulations are performed at different conditions
(t i ,zi), 1< i<nsim, producing nsim overlapping two-
dimensional histograms, we obtainnbins3nsim instances of
Eq. ~A2!. The task of the multiple histogram technique is
therefore to find thensim values ofJ i and thenbins values of
VNM that minimize the overall discrepancy between the
probabilities they define through Eq.~22! and those mea-
sured in the various simulations. By treating thesensim

1nbins unknowns as individually adjustable parameters, we
will obtain the density of states and partition function with-
out making any assumptions about their functional forms.

We start by taking the logarithm of Eq.~A2!:

ln SiNM2 ln si' ln VNM1N ln zi2M ln t i2 ln J i . ~A3!

The left- and right-hand sides of Eq.~A3! are the measured
and fitted values of lnPNM , respectively. The discrepancy is
the residual,

RiNM5 ln piNM2~ ln VNM1XiNM2 ln J i !, ~A4!

where we have introduced the abbreviationspiNM5SiNM /si

andXiNM5N ln zi2M ln ti .
If we assume that sampled configurations are uncorre-

lated, the variance ofSiNM measured in a simulation of finite
length is expected to be19 s2(SiNM)5^SiNM&, where the
angle brackets indicate the true ensemble average over simu-
lations of the same length. If we approximate this average by
the value actually measured, then we can estimate the stan-
dard deviation ofSiNM to be s(SiNM)5SiNM

1/2 . Propagating
errors, we finds(ln piNM)5SiNM

21/2. Summing the squares of
the residuals divided by their standard deviations, we arrive
at the maximum likelihood estimator

x25(
i

(
N,M

SiNMRiNM
2 . ~A5!

The first sum in Eq.~A5! runs over thensim simulations,
and the second runs over all bins in the two-dimensional
histogram.

We now treat thensim values ofJ i and thenbins values
of VNM as adjustable parameters to be fitted by minimizing
x2. Differentiating Eq.~A5! with respect to the fitting vari-
ables and equating to zero yields

]x2/] ln VNM522(
i

SiNMRiNM50, ~A6!

]x2/] ln J i52(
N,M

SiNMRiNM50. ~A7!

Substituting Eq.~A4! into Eq. ~A6! and solving for lnVNM ,
we obtainnbins equations of the form

ln VNM5(
i

qiNM~ ln piNM2XiNM1 ln J i !, ~A8!
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whereqiNM5SiNM /( jSjNM . Similarly, substituting Eq.~A4!
into Eq.~A7! and solving for lnJi , we obtainnsim equations
of the form

ln J i5 (
N,M

piNM~ ln VNM2 ln piNM1XiNM !. ~A9!

We now have expressions for the partition functions ex-
clusively in terms of the density of states and vice versa.
Since there are fewer of the former than the latter, we solve
for the partition functions first. Substituting Eq.~A8! into Eq.
~A9! and yields

ln J i5 (
N,M

piNMF2 ln piNM1XiNM1(
j

qjNM~ ln pjNM

2XjNM1 ln J j !G . ~A10!

Gathering terms inJ i on the left-hand side gives

ln J i2 (
N,M

piNM(
j

qjNM ln J j5 (
N,M

piNM(
j

~qjNM

2d i j !~ ln pjNM2XjNM !, ~A11!

whered i j is the Kronecker delta.
Equation~A11! is a set ofnsim linear equations innsim

unknowns, and can be written in matrix notation as

AY5B, ~A12!

whereYi5 ln Ji . The elements of the matrixA are

Ai j 5d i j 2 (
N,M

piNMqjNM , ~A13!

and the elements of the vectorB are

Bi5 (
N,M

piNM(
j

~qjNM2d i j !~ ln pjNM2XjNM !. ~A14!

One practical point in evaluatingA andB is that many
of theSiNM are zero, making lnpiNM and lnqiNM incalculable.
However, such logarithms always appear in products involv-
ing SiNM itself. Since limx→0 x ln x50, bins with zero con-
tents simply make no contribution to Eqs.~A5!, ~A13!, and
~A14!.

Solution of Eq.~A12! leads to numerical values for the
partition functions, which can then be substituted into Eq.
~A8! to obtain the density of states. In principle, however,
one cannot obtain the absolute values of the partition func-

tions from a set of equations like~22!, only their ratios. For
this reason, the matrixA is singular, and Eq.~A12! should be
tackled using singular-value decomposition,35 yielding J i

andVNM up to a multiplicative constant.
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